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2 WORLD NEWS

■ Columnist Brian Taylor auestions
why he wasn't elected
Homecoming King.

Weather Today:
sunny
High 68. Low 35

Falcon football
team loses its
Homecoming game
to Miami, 45-31.

James Eldred discusses Nirvana's
Nevermind in Top 10 Albums of
the 90s series.

The Gymnastics
World
Championships
continue in China
this week.
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A doily independent student press

City wants students more involved
This is the third part of a fourpart series looking into the representation of students in Bowling Green City Council. Today's
article focuses on the University's view on the issue and how
students can benefit from it.
Tomorrow's article will explore
other college towns where the
issue was debated.
By KATIE WOODS and
JEFF HINDENACH
The BG News
The city has given a number
of reasons why they believe the
present ward system, although
questionably unconstitutional,
is what is best for the city.
One reason given by the city
is that if they did change the
ward system it would be confusing to the voters. As Mayor Wes

Hoffman put it, "it is like
putting a stop .,ijm where there
wasn't one before."
However, to a number of the
18,000 students in Bowling
Green these reasons are not
enough.
"I think that in no circumstance docs the difficulty of a
task overshadow its constitutionality," said senior education
major Jeremy Neff. "Clearly,
the system is unconstitutional."
Kevin Gilbertson has lived in
Bowling Green since he was 8
years old and is presently a student at the University living in
the 1st Ward. Previously he
lived with his parents in the
4th Ward until they moved to
Las Vegas.
After that, he
declared permanent residence
at his grandfather's house in
the 3rd Ward.
He admits that changing

wards was confusing, but he
thinks that if doing so would
mean fair representation than
the end result would be worth
it.
Neff agreed, but thinks that
these

As far as some of the other
difficulties the city cited,
Gilberston does not think they
are the answer. He does not
think that the city should add
wards or do away with them.
" He
believes
that the
answer
is
to
reapportion
the
Clint Gault war*f
so that
USG President they
accurately represent the population.
According to Hoffman, the
key to student representation
in city council is student
involvement.
"If all the students took an
interest in the city's govern-

"It's a shame that
the student body
is not being
represented by
the city."

work for the city.
"Allegedly, if they're (city
council) doing their job, it (the
reapportionment) should be
every 10 years, but yet nothing
has been done since 1973," he
said.

ment and voted, the students
could have a lot more elected
officials that are students in the
city," he said.
Although students have run
for an all-city elected position
in the past, no student has ever
won.
According to B.J. Fischer, AtLarge council member, the students have the numbers to vote
anyone they wish into student
council, but many of them just
don't care.
It is not that city council is
trying to be unfair to the students, they honestly feel that
they are representing the students fairly enough If students
want more representation they
can easily achieve that with
their power to vote, Fischer
said.
According
to
Sarah
Tomachefski, 1st Ward council

member and a student at the
University, only a few thousand
students are registered to vote
and even less actually vote.
According to a January edition of the BG News, former
City Attorney, Pat Crowley, "the
idea of using register voters
was to create a rough equivalency to actual population." He
said this method would stand
up in court.
But the city is currently trying to get a more accurate count
of the population without using
registered voters. The city is
forming a Complete Count
Committee to try to get the
most accurate reading of the
population as possible during
the upcoming census in April.
But according to Hoffman,
students have to participate in
• See WARDS, page six.

Britain remembers 40 dead in recent railroad crash
By SUE LEEMAN
Associated Press Writer
Thousands of people
sang
hymns
and
prayed in a supermarket parking lot in west London
yesterday, remembering 40
people killed nearby when two
passenger trains collided.
Worshippers at churches
across the country said special
prayers, while forensic experts
sifted through the charred
remains of one carriage of the
Great Western express train
that collided with another
train on Tuesday, two miles
west of London's Paddington
Station.
The rush-hour collision was
Britain's deadliest in a quarAssociated Press Photo
ter-century.
A preliminary
re
An unidentified women breaks down in tears tearing during the ed
P°1rt re'eased Friday indicatsinging of a hymn at a memorial service for the victims of the
the second train, owned by
train crash at Ladbroke Grove, yesterday.
Thames
Trains,
passed

through a red signal light
before colliding with the Great
Western train. On Sunday,
Deputy Prime Minister John
Prescott said a train warning
system that automatically prevents trains from
going
through red lights will be
installed on all high-speed
lines.
The Metropolitan Police's
deputy assistant commissioner,
Andy Trotter, said that while
some people who could have
been passengers were still
missing, he expected that the
final death toll would not rise.
"As we started to look at the
falling missing person numbers
and receiving calls from those
who escaped ... we started to
think that hopefully more and
more people were alive," he
said. "This hope now seems to
be reality."
At the open-air service next

to the crash site, a crowd that
included relatives of victims
gathered under gloomy skies
Many held onto each other and
cried.
Survivor Chris Machin. who
escaped from the Paddington
Station-bound Great Western
express train with only minor
injuries, held a single sunflower and kept his head bowed
throughout the service.
"I cannot believe how sad I
feel today," said the 44-year-old
engineer. "While I did not lose a
loved one, I feel a strange sense
of grief. I just needed to come
today."
Ambulance workers and
police officers stood in the
crowd, watching the proceedings in silence.
"I felt I had to be here," said
Julian Evans, a member of a
police search unit. "I would say
it has been one of the worst

sites that I have had to work
on."
Earlier, at a morning service
at the nearby Anglican church
of St. Michael and All Angels,
the Rev. Anthony Andrews
spoke of the community's "sorrow, disbelief, shock and hurt"
"On this day, no words of
mine would be altogether
appropriate or adequate," he
said.
In the commuter towns of
Reading and Swindon, west of
London, most local churches
held special prayers Sunday.
Congregations stood for a
minute's silence and said
prayers for the dead and their
families.
Over the weekend, workers
crept inside the Great Western
train car on their stomachs
along
suspended
wooden
• See CRASH, page six.

Royal Smiles

MILLENNIUM
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Women make strides this century
Students, faculty debate role of women in new millennium
There are 80 days left in
the millennium and in
order to celebrate, reflect
and prepare for the 21st
century, The News is going
to run a millennium- related story every Monday for
the rest of the semester.
By ERIN BERGER
The BG News
Since the beginning of this
millennium and before, women
from around the world have
had to deal with many things discrimination, abuse, inequality. So, what will the upcoming
millennium mean to women?
Kristy Jeffries, a sophomore
secondary math education
major, said she thinks that we
will see a woman president
sometime in the course of the
new millennium.
However, Sarah Brandeberry, a senior elementary education major, disagrees.
"I don't necessarily think
anything will happen," she
said. "I think women are going
to continue to realize they have
to change things, but it is just

another year. To be honest, it's
not necessarily that the millennium is going to change things;
women will change things."
Junior integrated language
arts education major Steph
Heinmiller said she agrees
with this idea. She believes
that changes for women will
come because women work
toward these changes, not just
because the year is changing.
Mary Krueger, director of
the Women's Center, said she
believes women will be able to
do whatever they set their
mind to if obstacles are not put
in their way.
"I don't really like to do the
whole crystal ball thing," she
said. "It's easy to say something
like a woman is going to be
president. There probably will
be a woman president, but if
and when that happens, it's not
going to be from some miraculous extraordinary woman. It
will be when the obstacles have
been reduced."
Perhaps if these barriers are
reduced women will be able to
take even more active roles in
business as well.
Jen Lawson, a sophomore

www.bgnews.com
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"/ don't really like to do the whole crystal
ball thing. It's easy to say something like a
woman is going to be_ president. There
probably will be a woman president, but if
and when that happens, it's not going to be
from some miraculous extraordinary
woman. It will be when the obstacles have
been reduced."
Mary Krueger
director qflbe Women's Center
with an undecided major, predicted that there will be more
female presidents of companies
and that women will have higher positions in business, in general in the new millennium.
But, Krueger pointed out
that it is more than just a new
millennium.
"It's a new year, a new
decade, a new century and a
new millennium," she said.
She suggested that we could
be more in touch with this
being a new century because
the modern women's movement
began in the 1800s. It took a
change of centuries (from the
1800s to 1900s) for women in
the U.S. to even get the right (o
vote. Now we will be entering

into the third century of the
modern women's movement.
"A lot of the huge, sort of
obvious legal barriers have
been overcome," Krueger said.
But, she pointed out, "that's not
necessarily true for all women."
She said she thinks it is
important for people to remember that there are many women
in countries outside of the
United States who do not hold
many of the rights we take for
granted here.
"We now have a global perspective on women's rights,"
she said.
Time only will tell what sort
of things women will accomplish in the new millennium.

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Kevin Cady and Jessica LaFene pose for a celebratory photo
after being crowned Homecoming king and queen during the
football game Saturday.
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Brian Taylor
Opinion Editor
372-2603

OPINION
Oh, to have been king
Oh, to be king!
I cried myself to sleep every
night this past week with that
phrase upon my fragile mind.
Oh, to be king!
Why, oh why was I not chosen to be Homecoming King?
Why, I ask you, my friends?
Surely I have the looks, do I
not? Is it because I verbally
molested the Greeks that I am
not fit for Homecoming royalty?
Perhaps my written masturbatory exploits of semesters past
spoiled my chances?
I would have made an excellent Homecoming King, I
swear! 1 would have blitzed the
University with advertising
and propaganda! "Vote for
Brian! Hell make the shuttles
run on time!" Taylor is tops,
baby! Make him King for a
year!"
I would have regaled you all
with pictures of my naked buttocks atop a cliff in New Mexico. My arms raised, triumphant, I would have enlisted
the top artists in the industry
and had the hairs on my ass
spell out, "Taylor is King of the
world!" Oh, to have been king.
Bowling Green would have
been forever changed under my
royal rule. No more would we
be forced to attend classes!
What a waste! Why worry
about such inconsequential
things as "higher learning?" 1
would focus upon the important
things! Dammit, have respect
for one another. Please, cooper-

ate. Why are you being so
uncivil? Didn't y.u know the
President has formed a committee to combat your unruly incivility?! I would ensure that the
core values are adhered to.
Everyone would be forced to
display their creative imaginings. Whoever came up with
the best excuse for failing out of
school would earn the very first
Brian Taylor Homecoming King
scholarship.
I'm a flexible person, beyond
your imagination I'm sure. I
would ensure that Bowling
Green, as a city, maintains its
powerful reputation. I would
bring in more than national
tractor pulls. We would have
stock car racing, hog calling
contests and as many gun
shows a^ you can fit into Anderson Arena in one year. I would
do more than allow the Klan to
march through our streets. I
would provide them their very
own building.
And speaking of buildings,
why be satisfied with a new
Union? I say renovate the
entire campus every five years.

AROUND CAMPUS

Brian Taylor may have
reached the epitome of sarcasm.
If you did not recognize this column as such, you need to finish
your lobotomy. He can be verbally spanked at taylob@bgnet.
besu.edu.

H^^E TO WAIT
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Don't trash what's
good about BG
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premier learning institution
can offer. And I would have
given it to you. I would have
ensured that these statutes of
intelligence, sensibility and
importance were maintained by
a man who is noble, nay, the
noblest of all who walk among
you: Brian Taylor.
But for some strange reason,
we are deprived of this opportunity. My smiling mug was not to
be found amongst the names
and faces of those apparently
more worthy than me of such a
title. I was not to be seen at the
gallant football contest where
the noble king and queen are
crowned. I know not why it was
that my friends, the feeble construct I consider my life and my
loved ones, why they chose to
take precedence. I apologize,
gentle folk, for none have been
wronged more than you, by me,
by my withholding of all that I
have to offer as Homecoming
King. My selfishness must not
go unpunished and for this, I
beg of you to whip me into submission with whatever fig
leaves and licorice whips you
may find on your person. I've
been a very bad boy!
Oh, to have been king!

P EOPLEJ
on we. street!
Question: Do you believe you are represented in city
council? Why or why not?

Tyler Knight
Freshman
Undecided
"No, IVe never
been asked any
questions before."

Brett Martin
Senior
Knv. Science
"Not really. Every■ thing seems
.pretty status
quo."
Tom Lawaon
Freshman
Undecided
"Does this look
like a face that
knows something?"
Mandy
Krzystan
Sophomore
Criminal Justice
"What city
council?"

Jillian Goodman
I Jnnior
English
"Yes, I believe
239 is represei
i" and all is wel
city council

BY PATRICK JOHNS

WITH &GSI/S UNITED AMOUNT
STUDENTS

We could build the very first
skyscraper recreation center
(appropriately named King
Taylor Recreation Center). The
pool would be on the roof.
Floors 50-90 would be various
workout rooms. The 49th floor
would be for aerobics and it
would be open for the other 40
floors above to see, so guys
could continue to peer down
upon women in tights.
Oh to be king! What a magnificent world we would create.
Why be content with a mere
few flyers simply asking for
your vote? I would have told
you where I stand on the issues
that matter to you, as students.
Do you really want someone
who likes Natty Lite as your
Homecoming King? What if he
doesn't give props to Cleveland?
These are important issues and
you deserve to know before you
make me king.
I would have invested thousands of dollars for high-tech
flyers which light up and talk
back to you if you ask them
questions. My flyers would
have offered to put quarters in
your meter while you were in
class, just so you didn't have to
trouble yourself!
This is what homecoming is
about my friends and foes:
smearing my smiling image all
over campus so that I can hold
the most important position in
the land of flatness. This is
what makes BGSU the best
educational experience that our

JOHN

WAITED 5 HooftS
TftYUO To oRDff^
A PIV2A
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The campus community Is interested in what
you have to say.
.JMIte
So share your opinions, thoughts, ideas and
criticisms with everybody by writing in care of
The BG News.
See our policy below.

This letter is in response to a
column published in the Oct. 6
edition of The BG News
("U.Slogans Need Work").
I agree with that there are
many, many issues on this campus that are certainly worthy of
complaint: the fact that most
students are forced to park in
the nether-regions of the middle of nowhere (i.e. lot 6 or lot 6
overflow), the astronomical
prices of the university food
services, the requirement that
all freshmen and sophomores
live in campus housing despite
the university's obvious shortage of space, the constant problems with e-mail, and the list
goes on and on. But these are
separate issues deserving of
separate letters. Most of the
topics in the aforementioned
column on the other hand, are
in my simple opinion, stupid.
First comes the song "Aye
Zigga Zoomba." This song is
criticized by the writer as
meaningless and annoying. I
remind the author that this is
not Bowling Green's official
school song. It is simply a rallying cheer that is supposed to be
sung with good fun. It is not
intended to be a musical masterpiece or the lost work of
Beethoven.
Second come the school colors: brown and orange. The
writer calls them the colors of
vomit, not exactly flattering.
The colors are just fine with
me, and I think that there are
quite a few Cleveland Browns
fans in this area that would
agree.
Finally, I come to the school

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually in
response to a current Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
aje!L
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
2
■' . .
,
....
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk to 210 West Hall and leave it In the Opinion Editor's mailbox.
Or, send It on e-mail to taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu and give tt the subJect, "Letter to the Editor".
.
Also, you can check out back Issues of the Opinion page on the
Web at www.bgnews.com.

>,

Copyright © 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited,
The BG News is m

Independent publication founded in 1920 and is
published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
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mascot, the falcon. Criticism of
BG's mascot really irks me. The
columnist calls Bowling Green's
the worst of any school around.
So perhaps we should change it
to something better, like Marshall's Thundering Herd. That
really rolls easily off the
tongue. Or maybe we could be
the cardinals or redhawks like
the eight hundred other unique
schools that have this bird as
their symbols. And I guess he
thinks that the Akron Zips have
found a pretty cool name. What
the heck is a zip anyway? Then
we could also replace t l)c falcon
head logo with something more
intimidating, like a stupid letter on the side of the football
team's helmets. That would definitely strike fear into the
hearts of opponents.
Bowling Green State University unquestionably has its
share of problems, which is all
the more reason not to knock
the things here that are good.
So smell what I'm cookin' and
know your role, and that's the
bottom line, son.
Robert Licata
1 icatar@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Undercover cops
just do their jobs
The recent letter written by
Andy Jalwan ("Undercover cops
plague underagers," Oct. 8) has
set me on fire like no other letter ever written to The BG
News. How one person can possibly be against the police
upholding the law is beyond
me.
Illegal underage drinking
occurs all over campus and

there is no place for it in a
learning community. What possible good can a bunch of ignorant and overly drunk college
students do? Jalwan said he
was smart because he hasn't
been caught in 2 years. Yeah,
it's real smart to get trashed
out of your mind, puke into a
toilet all night, and have no
memory of what happened the
night before when you wake up
with a massive headache. It's
really good for you, and let's not
forget the fun factor! But most
of all, let's not forget that it's
okay because he didn't get
caught. He's a "smart" one.
In regards to the cops trying
to spoil your fun-filled Saturday: yes, some of those cops
probably did drink before they
were 21 and that's why they're
there. They know what the consequences are and are "out to
get you" because they don't
want you to make the same
ignorant mistake they did. I do
agree with you that there are
many other problems on campus, such as rape, but a drunk
is much more dangerous, especially if he gets behind the
wheel.
This is not laziness on their
part like you said. It's their job
to uphold the law that you're
breaking. If anything, you're
making their job harder. Maybe
if there weren't hundreds of
kids out running around dead
drunk on a Saturday night,
they'd have time to worry about
other things. But no, you
choose to only think of yourself
and have a really fun time that
you won't even remember anyway.
Matt Paprocki
Barry 1 Fan@aol.com

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Website:bgnews.com
Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
Brandi Barhite
Carolyn Steckel
Managing Editor
Assistant Managing Editor
Matt Steiner
clint McDonell
Sports Editor
Copy Chief
Scott Zimmer
Mike Lehmkuhle
Graphics Editor
photo Editor
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at least on some level, no matter what
happens in your life. So, for example, if
tomorrow my heart is broken worse
than it has ever been before, there will
still be a part of me that adores the
notion of romance, even if that part is
subdued for a bit.
Music, for goodness sakes

Hopeless romantic notions
It is Saturday afternoon and I am
sitting at my computer. I have determined that I will be productive today
(as I never am on Saturdays), so here I
am, attempting to write my column but
quickly discovering that finding a
beginning is very hard when what I
want to write about is something that
has plagued me my entire lifetime hopeless romanticism (hence I'm opting for the over-used, perhaps slightly
annoying, describe-the-writing-process
opening. Please bear with me, though,
and I shall try my hardest to make this
worth your while to read).
For as long as I can remember, I
have been absolutely in love with the
idea of love: romance; walking in the
moonlight; stolen kisses during a summer romance, in the month of July,
when the lightening bugs are just
starting to come out and so many flowers are in full bloom; cuddling up by a
fire wearing red plaid pajamas, at
Christmas time, sharing a bowl of
freshly popped popcorn and cups of
lemonade and dreaming about the
future, past, present happiness and
tremendous joy, whispering about
hopes and dreams ... Um, well, yes, you
get the general idea.
And so, I shall first of all try to
ascertain just why I possess such hopelessly romantic tendencies. I suppose
that I should first of all come up with a
definition of hopeless romanticism. It is
basically the state of being a romantic,

Okay, now I'm set. I just went and
dug up my portable CD player (so I can
use it while I'm at the computer and
not wake up my roommate) and a CD
comprised entirely of love songs, just to
get me tl.inking along the right lines
for the remainder of this column.
Anyway, music has definitely contributed to my current state of romanticism. If "Truly, Madly Deeply" (Savage Garden) comes on the radio in my
car just when I'm ready to get out, I'm
always so tempted just to sit there for
that extra three or four minutes until
the song is complete. "And when the
stars are shining brightly in the velvet
sky, III make a wish to send it to heaven then make you want to cry, the tears
of joy for all the pleasure and the certainty that we're surrounding by the
comfort and protection of the highest
powers, in lonely hours, the tears
devour you ..." Gosh! What am I supposed to do with that?
And I have a particularly soft spot
for older love songs. Frank Sinatra,
Nat King Cole and especially some of
the old jazz masters can make me
absolutely melt into a useless pile of
the-world-is-a-happy-place-ness.

Meg Ryan is my hero
Movies have perhaps done even
more to feed my hopeless romanticism
than has music. I like many kinds of
movies, but the only sort that I really
crave at points are romantic comedies
(and romances in general). And
because I love romantic comedies and
romances, that makes it a given that I
adore Meg Ryan because she is the

Ohio weather

queen (in my estimation) of that scene
- she was in "When Harry Met Sally,"
"French Kiss," "Sleepless in Seattle"
and "City of Angels," for goodness
sakes!
When I watch these movies and others like them, there is no way I can prevent sighing, laying back on my couch
for a few moments and then getting
back up and rewinding to the part
when Harry and Sally finally get
together, after so many years (oops,
small tangent).

Yes, but ...
So I'm sure you picture me now as a
silly, sighing little girl who is obsessed
with romance, yes? Well, that is not
exactly the case (or really the case at
all). Although I do adore the idea of
romance, I am at an interesting transitional period of my life right now when
I'm coming to the realization that the
entire notion is not very realistic. Honestly now, a large portion of what has
shaped me into a tragically hopeless
romantic is movies and music, both of
which are basically fictional, contrived
ideas on how life could be (although
there is obviously real situations and
emotion behind some songs and
movies).
I'm not very proud of being hopelessly romantic, either. It makes me feel
rather weak and stereotypically
female. Plus, I'm rather averse to the
idea of thinking about being with
someone forever (probably because the
whole notion scares the crap out of me).
For as long as I can remember my
brother and I have had a pact that neither of us will give in and get married
until we're 42.
Okay, here comes the conclusion (I
feel I have to make that blatantly obvious since 1 stated my opening so obviously as well). There are times when I
complain about being hopelessly
romantic and it is often an annoying
state to be in, but on the whole I don't
think I would want to lose that trait
because it makes life happier, even if
the whole notion is a load of crap.

ACROSS
1 Capital of
Norway
5 Org ol Woods
8 Bishops Tats
14 Bellow
15 Lorg, longtime
16 Actor Estevez
17 Shade similar to
rust
19 Hire
20
of Gibraltar
21 Part of a process
22 Swiss river
24 Plant new seeds
28 Hovel
32 Dyeing vessel
33 Likable loser
34 fishing -od
35 Encountered
36 Scaredy-cat
37 Particle
38 Obliterate
40 Jodie Foster film
41 Make shoe
repairs
43 Claibome or
Smith
44 Had debts
45 Loi-vers
46 Feel poorly
47 Music.l interva s
48 Wormy shapes
49 Free-for-all
51 Depend
S3 Discreditable
58 "Seinfeld"
character
61 Chairlike
carriage
62 Choose
63 Toolsie
64 Late night Jay
65 Rustler chasers
66 So tar
67 States fumer
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1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Globes
Alphabetize
Cave, often
Killer whale
City in Scotland
or Australia

6 Reviews
7 Also
8 Track gathering

Monday, Oct. 11

Etymoloffy: Latin edac-,
edax, from eaere to eat -- more at
EAT
Date: circa 1798

1 archaic : of or relating to
eating
2: VORACIOUS
- edacity /ih-DASS-itty/
noun
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"Tempus edax rurum." That
Latin line by the Roman poel
Ovid translates as 'Time, the
devourer of all things.'' Ovid's
correlation between rapaciousness and time relates directly to
the history of "edacious." It's a
descendant1 of "edax," which is
in turn a derivative of the Latin
verb "edere," meaning "to eat."
Thomas Carlyle used it when
he referred to events "swallowed in the depths of edacious
time, -ivww.m-w.com
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CROSS,
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG

PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
www.bgnews.com

47 Nevada city
57 Cupid
58 Mind reader's
50 Bird with line
plumage
letters
52 Gives permission 59 Lion's name
54 _ podnda
55 Used leeches
56 Give temporarily

60 Martino and
Pacino
61 Farm enclosure

Tuesday, Oct. 12
8 a.m. - noon
Morning Pick-Me-Up
What a way to start the day;
Women's Ice Hockey is selling
coffee, juice and doughnuts.
Math Science Center.
10 a.m. ■ 5 p.m.
UAO Poster Sale - Music
Vendor will be selling rock and
music posters, pictures and
postcards. Forum, Saddlemire
Student Services Building.
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Education Abroad Fair
Learn about many education
abroad opportunities, get information on BGSU's and other
universities' programs and
meet education abroad personnel. Call 2-0309 for more information. Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Student Union.

7 - 8:30 p.m.
Eating

]

Disorders Support

Group

For women with anorexia and
bulimia concerns; sponsored by
the Student Health Center and
the Counseling Center. For
more information call Judy
Miller, MSN, RN at 372-7425.
107 Hanna Hall.
7:30 p.m.
Stand and Deliver
Film followed by discussion of
issues facing Latino teachers
and students. Alumni Room,
Student Union.
8 p.m.
The Magical Millenium Tour
A show for all ages. $1 donation
suggested. Planetarium.
9 p.m.
vision
vision is the Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, Transgender, Queer,
Questioning, Straight Supportive student group on-campus.
107 Hanna Hall.
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__ Feel younger, increase flexiI V% C_T '"'llv •""' maintain tranquili■* ty with this Chinese exercise.
Class meets through Nov. 27.
Fee $69. Continuing Ed., 3728181.1104 Offenhauer West.

4 p.m.
Women Graduate Students
Support Group
Take an hour out of your hectic
schedule and drop by for rejuvenation and discussion. 107
Hanna Hall.
5.-30-7 p.m.
Tai Chi

/

Hope everyone made it to class today.

11:30 a.m. -1 p.m.
Strategies for Teaching
Diversity
Across
the
Curriculum
Jeannie Ludlow will facilitate a
conversation and share information and resources she
obtained at the 1999 New Jersey Project Summer Institute,
"Toward an Inclusive Curriculum." For more info, contact
Geri Ludwig at gludwig@bgnet.
bgsu.edu or call 2-6898. Alumni
Room, University Union.
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My heavens! Monday already!

Pronunciation: ih-DAY-shus
Function: adjective
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events

AccuWeather* lorecast tor daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

eda cious

Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603

got

crosswords?
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r"Hotnej|^
..plus U-Wire, Horoscopes, National Commentary
and much more not found at the newstand.
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WORLD NEWS
China urged to be more like Taiwan
Associated Press Writer
TAIPEI, Taiwan — China should push through democratic
reforms using Taiwan as a model so the two can move closer to
reunification, Taiwan's president said in the text of a National
Day speech released Saturday, the eve of the holiday.
President Lee Teng-hui's comments about China were the
strongest and most extensive since a devastating earthquake
ripped open Taiwan last month, killing more than 2,200 people
and demolishing thousands of homes.
Since the disaster, Lee has focused on rescue and rebuilding
efforts, and has been reluctant to discuss Taiwan's most recent
feud with Beijing — a feud the outspoken Taivanese leader
sparked three months ago.
Lee infuriated China in July by insisting that the two sides
negotiate their differences as equal states, not as a local government in Taipei answering to a more powerful regime in Beijing.
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Britain's search for train victims continues
Associated Press Writer
LONDON — Hanging from harnesses above deep drifts of ash,
iearchers sifted through the charred hull of a railway car on Satjrday, looking for the remains of victims killed this week when
;wo commuter trains crashed head-on.
Deputy Prime Minister John Prescott announced an investigation into rail safety under Railtrack, the company that owns
ind operates Britain's formerly nationalized rail service.
Rail unions expressed disgust when they learned that some of
In- train cars involved in Tuesday's deadly crash had been salvaged from another crash two years ago.
Forty people are known to have died Tuesday when the trains
collided two miles west of London's Paddington Station, Scotland
ford said. Police were also checking a list of 64 other people who
night have been passengers on the trains. Few escaped.
"It is a terrible, terrible scene," said Home Secretary Jack
Straw after visiting the crash site. "This is a most appalling acciient."

Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
372-6966

Lawmakers want tougher speeding laws
Associated Press Writer
AKRON, Ohio — Leadfoots beware: State lawmakers are considering tough revisions to Ohio's traffic laws to crack down on
repeat and high-speed offenders.
The changes, contained in a revamp of Ohio's traffic code,
make it easier for drivers to accumulate points and give courts
the option to suspend driver's licenses on the third offense in a
year, the Akron Beacon Journal reported Sunday.
"If you get three tickets within a year, then you are pretty dangerous," said David Diroll, executive director of the Ohio Criminal Sentencing Commission, which developed the recommendations for the bill.
State Highway Patrol figures cite excessive speed as being the
likely cause of 7,255 injuries and 267 deaths from vehicle accidents in the state in 1998, the newspaper reported. Troopers
issued 381,000 tickets for speeding in 1997.
Under the current law, chronic speeders can only lose their
licenses after accumulating 12 points in two years, unless they
have tickets for other offenses.

Kroger, union continue talks

i

JH
Associated Press Photo

Germany's Katja Dreyer flies onto the bar during her uneven
bars performance in team competition of the World's Championships in Tianjin, southeast of Beijing.

Associated Press Writer
CINCINNATI— A union representing Kroger Co. workers in
the Cincinnati area continued negotiations Sunday after calling
off a planned strike Saturday.
Steve Jagers, a spokesman for Cincinnati-based Kroger, confirmed Sunday that negotiations with the United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1099 were ongoing.
"They are making progress. But I have no idea when they'll be
finished," he said.
Kroger workers from an eastern Ohio River Valley local,
meanwhile, came to terms on a tentative agreement with the
nation's largest grocery store chain early Sunday morning.
That decision came two hours after the midnight deadline.
Sterling Ball, president of Local 347. said Sunday morning
that main negotiations failed to come up with an agreement
about wages, profit sharing and other terms before the midnight
deadline. But a smaller meeting between officials after talks had
ceased enabled them to agree on a tentative contract, Ball said.

After killer floods, survivors dig for those buried
ByADOLFOGARZA
Associated Press Writer
TEZIUTLAN. Mexico — Digging into mounds of mud with
buckets, shovels and their bare
hands, soldiers and survivors
searched desperately Friday for
people buried alive when hillsides collapsed in southeastern
Mexico after more than a week
of relentless rain.
The bodies of at least 15 children were pulled from an elementary school that was buried
during class.
At least 230 people were confirmed dead from the floods,
but the number "is rising by the
hour," President Ernesto Zedillo said Friday during a visit to
this devastated city, 110 miles
east of Mexico City. Calling it
"the tragedy of the decade,"
Zedillo promised government
help for families who have lost
homes.
Hundreds of small mountain
communities had yet to be contacted since the storm cut communication links and blocked
roads with mud. At least

450,000 people in Veracruz,
Tabasco and Oaxaca states
were without electricity.
In Teziutlan, sunshine broke
through clouds for the first
time in a week as soldiers used
shovels, sledgehammers and
pickaxes to dig through mud
and wreckage at one of the
worst-hit sites, a neighborhood
of 60 homes that was buried
Tuesday when a clifftop cemetery rumbled down a hillside.
By Friday afternoon, crews
had recovered 75 bodies from
the site, according to Miguel
Sanchez Rosas, a local judicial
police officer charged with
counting the victims.
Victor Zamitiz, regional coordinator for the state attorney
general's office, said up to 300
people may still be buried.
Recovery teams had little hope
of finding anyone alive.
Juan Nieves, a resident of
Teziutlan, said he saw twostory homes "swept away like
little boats."
The recovery effort "started a
little late, but then there is not
much that could be done," said

one volunteer, 42-year-old
Jorge Carmona. "The people
are dead. Everything has been
destroyed."
Soldiers and volunteers
pulled toys and tricycles, blankets and bedposts from the
muck.
In the part of the clifftop
cemetery
that
remained,
gravediggers buried 17 members of a family killed in the
mudslide.
In Mixun, a remote village
60 miles to the northwest of
Teziutlan, rescuers pulled bodies from a mountain of mud
that covered a primary school
Wednesday. The bodies of two
teachers and 15 students, ranging in age from 6 to 12, were
recovered, the mayor told state
public education officials.
"They were in the middle of
classes, and then they were
trapped." state public education
spokesman Luis Bautista said
in a telephone interview.
"Unfortunately, the communication is nil, and the alert wasn't put out on time."
The Televisa television net-

work reported six children
were pulled out alive. Bautista
could not confirm the report.
Rain began falling again in
parts of southeastern Mexico
late Friday. Rivers in Villahermosa, the Tabasco state capital, were rising, flooding some
of the few neighborhoods not
already underwater.
In Gutierrez Zamora, a town
50 miles northeast of Teziutlan, flood victims spoke tearfully of seeing bodies float by in
the rain-swollen rivers.
"We saw three or four people
wrapped in the branches of
trees go by," said Lauren
Valverde Lechuga, who hiked
five miles from the flood-ravaged Gulf coast town of Tecolutla to collect aid.
The mayor of Gutierrez
Zamora, Carlos Castenada.
Associated Press Photo
said nine residents were confirmed dead, but the real Holding her children, an unidentified woman cries in an Mexican
number of victims was military helicopter after being rescued in La Prlmavera, 19 miles
unknown. "We are counting from Tlatlauquitepec, yesterday. Mexican President Ernesto Zedilthem as they turn up," he lo, who has called the flooding Mexico's worst disaster in a
decade, pledged to send more civilian and military personnel to
said.
help the victims throughout states along the Gulf of Mexico.

Chechen leader proposes plan to halt fighting with Russia
By RUSLAN MUSAYEV
Associated Press Writer
GROZNY, Russia — Russian tanks and artillery
battered Chechnya on Friday after an air attack on
a village caught people by surprise during midday
prayers, reportedly killing dozens.
In Elistanzhi, a village in the mountains near
Chechnya's southern border, the streets were filled
with sobbing Friday as villagers collected body
parts of the victims of the Russian air attack, eyewitnesses said.
Villagers said Russian planes attacked Elistanzhi, 30 miles southeast of Grozny, on Thursday

during midday Muslim prayers and kept up the
bombardment lor more than two hours.
Village administrator Ismail Dagayev told The
Associated Press that 32 people were killed —
including an entire family of eight — 60 others
injured and 200 houses destroyed.
The Russian military on Friday declined to comment on the claims.
Russia has said its attacks on Chechnya are
aimed solely at Islamic militants who twice invaded the neighboring republic ot Dagestan this summer and who are blamed for a series of September
apartment explosions in Russia that killed 300 peo-

Associated Press Photo
Two villagers search the ruins in the village of Elistanzhi, 28 miles southeast of Gronzny, Chechnya, Russia, which was destroyed after a Russian attack.
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But Chechen officials charge thai hundreds of
civilians have been killed, and Elistanzhi residents
echoed the complaints, saying the village never
housed militants.
"We just live here, growing potatoes, com and
tobacco," said village mullah Yusup Khadzhi.
The air attack came after 40 people were reportedly killed Tuesday when a Russian tank fired on a
bus crowded with men, women and children trying to flee Chechnya.
The sounds of heavy shelling were heard Friday
near the villages of Bamut and Arshty along
Chechnya's western border with Ingushetia as
Russian forces established positions inside the
rebel republic.
Russia says it wants a security zone around
Chechnya to keep militants from infiltrating neighboring regions. Russian troops occupy the northern
third of the republic, which is relatively flat and has
open ground, and have not crossed into the woods
and mountains south of the Terek River.
The Russian commander in Chechnya, Col. Gen.
Viktor Kazaktsev, told The Associated Press that
troops "definitely plan" to cross the Terek, but he
declined to say when.
In the 1994-96 war in Chechnya, outnumbered
Chechen fighters fought the vast Russian army to a
humiliating standstill in devastating street battles
in Grozny and guerrilla actions in the hills.
Russia s^ys its losses in the latest fighting have
been relatively light. Col. Gen. Valery Manilov,
deputy chief of the Russian general staff, said Friday that 20 to 30 soldiers have been killed.
The end of the war in 1996 left Chechnya techni-
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Associated Press Photo
A Chechen girl cries in a refugee camp near
Sleptsovskaya, Ingushetiya, Saturday.
cally still part of Russia, but effectively independent. Chechens elected a president and parliament
in 1997. The Kremlin now refuses to regard the
Chechen government as legitimate and instead recognizes a newly organized Chechen State Council,
formed by Russian authorities and members of a
largely pro-Russian Chechen parliament fhat was
elected in 1996.
The head of the council, Malik Saidullayev,
claimed at a Friday news conference in Moscow
that his body would prevail over the government
of Chechen President Aslen Maskhadov.
"All parents, mothers, fathers will follow us; all
the people who have children and who want these
children to have a happy future," he said.
The streets of the capital, Grozny, which had
been nearly deserted earlier in the week, were busy
Friday with residents shopping for food and discussing Moscow's formation of a government-inexile for Chechnya. Many saw the council as a puppet government.
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Ana Pereira and Tony Recznik
NOW Co- Editors
372-6966

Top 10
Albums of the
90s
Continuing this week
is the NOW section's
showcase of the best
and most influential albums
of the' past decade compiled
by our staff. These selections
are in no particular order, and
will be appearing periodically
until the end of year. This
issue: Nirvana's Nevermind

By James Eldred
The BC News
I'm sure all of you remember
the hair bands form the late
80s and early 90s. You can't forget bands like Warrant, Motley
Crue and Poison, no matter
how hard you try to, and I'm
sure most of you hate them
with a passion.
But there was a time when
you thought they were the
greatest bands of all time,
admit it. We were all dumb kids
back then, in 1991. We thought
that "Dr.
Feelgood" and
"Unskinny Bop" were destined
to be classics, we thought that
tight leather pants and big hair
was the way to go, and no rock
star looked complete without a
thick layer of eyeliner coating
his face.
Thank God for Nirvana.
They are the ones responsible
for putting these bands out of
business forever, except for
occasional appearances on
VH1.
Of course Nirvana wasn't the
first "alternative" rock band.
Soundgarden was becoming
popular with the release of
Badmolorfigner, so was Alice In
Chains with their single, "Man
In The Box," and Pearl Jam
was gaining momentum fast
with their first release. Ten.
Nirvana was definitely not the
first alternative rock band, but

they were certainly the biggest.
They released Nevermind in
the early summer of 1991, and
within six months of its release,
almost all the songs on the
album were well known.
"Smells Like Teen Spirit," "In
Bloom," "Come As You Are" and
"Lithium" were all hits on MTV,
and "Polly" and "Something In
The Way" quickly became staples on all alternative radio stations. Six instant classics were
created by one band on one
album, a feat few bands can
admit to.
Even the songs that still
don't get heavy radio play are
memorable. "Breed" is probably
one of the best examples of a
punk rock song recorded this
decade. Then there's the blisteringly fast "Territorial Pissings," with it's classic redoing of
"Get Together" in the beginning, this song is almost pure
punk.
But what makes this album
so amazing is that a fast song
like "Territorial Pissing" could
be preceded by "Polly" a slow
acoustic ballad about a violent
rape. This, and the other ballad
of the album, "Something In
The Way" show Nirvana's musical range while not sounding
weak and corny, like so many
ballads of that time period did
(anyone remember "Every Rose
Has It's Thorn?).
The full effect that this
album had on the musical scene
were not fully realized for about
a year. Slowly but surely
changes began to take place.
Warrant released Dog Eat Dog
and Alice In Chains' Dirt
around the same time, and we
all know which one sold more.
Poison, Def Leppard and Motley Crue all released albums
that received a lukewarm
reception at best. Others just
broke up, and some tried to
reinvent themselves as an
alternative band (Poison) with

It's so loud, scattered by clouds
hiding from the sun, can't help but stay around.
Committed to the day, because cheated by the night,
so easy on the eyes when birds take flight.
One of gods greatest wonders, the only way it
would want to be .
but why so divine ?
Because when you die it sets you free.
- DANIEL CUNDIFF

Strong Regret
I once had a love, that I was sure came strait from above,
An angel put on earth for me.
One who had a kiss dedicated to me.
At times 1 ask how come it left,
Did I clip its wings causing a fall to death.
Or could it be it was afraid of my squeeze,
1 only squeezed because my hard life its uncommon love
Would bring to ease.
Well, I'll never know why my angel had to go,
Or why such an intense pure love I have nothing
To show

October 26, 1999 • 2:30 p.m.
Olscamp Hall/Conference Center
Room 101
Bowling Green State University
Reception and Roundtable Discussion to follow

Sponsored by the Bowling Green State University College
Student Personnel Program, Higher Education
Administration Program, and the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs

hilarious results. But regardless of what they did, by 1992
all the hair bands were dead,
and no one was saddened by
their loss.
But people were saddened
when Nirvana ended with
Cobain's death just two years
later. By 1994 Nirvana was
gone, leaving behind a painfully small amount of albums.
Nirvana was a remarkable

band, and all of their albums
could be in an article entitled,
"Best Of The Decade." but Nevermind came first. "Insecticide" and "In Utero" are classics, but Nevermind
was a
force of nature.

Watch for more albums
in future issues of NOW.

Open to students and
organization advisers
FREE REFRESHMENTS'

October 12th

"Where, Oh Where,
Can We Host
Our Event?"

.

October 19th

"Location, setup,
Action!'
Event Planning

October 26th

Photo Provided,

Cobain, Chris Novoselic and Dave Grohl comprised Nirvana

311, Soundsystem (Capricorn)
8Stops7, In Moderation (Reprise)
The Continental Drifters, Vermilion (Razor & Tie)
Daddylonglegs, Horse (Palm Pictures)
Julian Dawson, Under the Sun (Gadfly)
The Frogs, Bananimals (4 Alarm)
The Gas Giants, Beyond the Back Burner (Atomic Pop)
Ice-T, 7th Deadly Sin (Atomic Pop)
Donnell Jones, Where I Wanna Be (Arista)
John McCntcheon, Storied Ground (Rounder)
Mint Condition, Life's Aquarium (Elektra)
Old Blind Dogs, The World's Room (Green Linnet)
Pavement, Major Leagues (Matador)
Plainsong, New Place Now (Tangible Music)
Michael Rose, Bonanza (Rounder)
Johnny Rourke, Johnny Rourke (Private I)
Run-D.M.C, Crown Royal (Arista)
Kenny Wayne Shepherd, Live On (Giant)
Tracy Silverman, Trip to the Sun (Windham Hill)
Warren G., I Want It All (Restless)
Mike Younger, Somethin' in the Air (Beyond)
Zen Mafia, Zen Mafia (RCA)

New Music and Art
Festival continues

Attention
creative people

A seminar with composer

Prairie Margins- BGSU's
Undergraduate Literary Magazine is now accepting applications. Poetry, fiction or artwork may be turned in at the
Mail Room in East Hall in the
Prairie Margins mailbox. Any
questions contact Prairie Margins advisor John Wylam at
wylam@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

and flutist Katherine Hoover is
begin held on Oct. 13 at 7 p.m.
in the Bryan Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.

Art Festival. The festival is free
and open to the public.

ife there are journalist and entertainment writers.
Entertainment writers wanted.

MM 1 II

effective
organizational
& leadership

Presenters are Dave crooks.
Director of University Union
and Gale stvanka. Associate
Director

the 20th Annual New Music &

i

•

Your guide to Programming
space on campus

The event is a continuation of
- DANIEL CUNDIFF

"A Cry for Meaning: Spiritual
Narratives in Students' Lives"
Dr. Robert Nash
Professor of Education and Social Services
University of Vermont & Author of:
Faith, Hype and Clarity: Teaching about Religion
in American Schools and Colleges

New Albums
This Week:
Fitch Pine

1999 Saddlemire Lecture

.

i

"Great BventL.But,
Where is Everyone?'

••
:
:

Dynamic Putmcitv

November 2nd

Fired Up?! Are vou?
Are vow Members?"
Motivation

••

November 9th

DOinq It All?
Burned Out?"
ugliten the lead and improve
your orq.miratton with Delegation

November 16th

"But mat's Aaeiin-.t
The Rules, isn't it?
Knowing and improving your
constitution and Elections

•. I

November 30th

"Asked To Join.
Called To Serve.'
How Servant Leadership helps
your organisation

December 7th

"Easy Money "
How to make effective
presentations for
Ceneral Fee Fpnds

Fall 1999 Leadership
workshop Series
TUESDAYS
Ohio Suite-Union
from 7:30-9 pm

A
■

Office of Student Activities

a unit ol tne OHicr ot student lite Division ot student nHairs
tor Questions please sail STJ-JMS or visit S50 University union

1
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Portuguese
Socialist
Party gains
power

Halftime Bust

By BARRY HATTON
Associated Press Writer

BG NF.tVS Photo/MIKF. LEHMKUHLF

Light drizzle throughout the footba
and queen during halftime.

game drove the weather-beaten crowd out of the stadium after the crowninc of the Homecoming kinp

WARDS

CRASH
Continued from page one.

plank:-. inches above deep drifts
of ash. Each carried a howl for
collecting evidence from the
debris.
Prescott has announced an
inquiry into the safety practices
of Railtrack, the private company that owns and operates
Britain's rail infrastructure. He
also confirmed plans to strip
Railtrack of its responsibility

I
I
I
I
I

tor regulating passenger safety,
a move the company said it
would not oppose.
"We do think there's a conflict of interest here," Prescott
told the British Broadcasting
Corp.
The train collision was
Britain's deadliest since February 1975, when a train crashed
in a dead-end tunnel in central
London, killing 43 and injuring
74.

Continued from page one.

the census in order for them to
be represented. Beth Honadle,
director of policy analysis at the
University, is on the committee
and is in charge of getting students to complete the census so
they will be represented. Honadle was unavailable for comment.
It is no secret that the majority of University students are
apathetic when it comes to
political issues and don't vote in

Sfceciol S*ket Trent ■
Sweetest Day Sat Oct 16th at

SpontA
&at Gr G-r/U

The Flower Basket
I6SS. Man- dowtown BO.

BIG Sandwiches

3S2-6J9S

FLY AWAY WITH ME

I21.9S

I Your yj£ctdsorr>eonevflHoeki^it f thsbenuhfutt'i-eshnrrcrigenient that 15 tucHed
; mtoauriquehrdhouaeco-itaner'
1

I
I

Bowling Green City elections,
but that does not change the
law. As the Federal District
Court in Toledo already found,
according to the law, Bowling
Green's wards are unconstitutional.
Although Hoffman believes
that in order to be heard more
students should vote, the January 1992 edition of the BG
News quotes former mayor,
Alvin Perkins, as saying that
he, "would prefer if University
students did not vote in Bowl-

Valid From 5pm-9pm • Mon. - Sat.
Good Thru Nov. 1st

JUST FOR HIM

'

Solid Gold

115.95

\ Dressed up 10 a thn gold cantaner is a tn* at wib flowers, accented by a beautiful
; red rose and 90U bow

WILD THING

NOW RENTING

t!7.95

For (hat spead guy-we've filed an cntic^je wood IrocM wthaxc^<r»Htiedona
! ,>V«elest Day Baloon Foranaddtonalcct,t.wewiladdafreiir05e

<12.9S

! Hangrg on tight to a fredi rose bod wase. is a cute white monkey who's I'Oteing a
bg reef heart ond a conay stick
IUBTfK)rBAK.MaCO«.Fl*JIIS4LO!S.VOM'PfSMFLOM^TOCrt:CT (MHIMP

ATTENTION

OFF-CAMPUG eruDENrre
1999-2000 Student
Handbooks are
available in your
on-campus
mailboxes located
in Moseley Hall.

M-F 8-4:30
jCome see us for a complete listing of locations
PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.
530 Maple St.
419-352-9378
I

t

ing Green."
"Most [students] come from
outside of Wood County, and I
think they are more knowledgeable about what is guing on in
their hometowns,"
Perkins
said.
Neff also points out that the
way the wards are set up now,
his vote only counts for half a
vote and that makes him not
want to participate.
"Until this problem is solved,
I don't care to throw my vote
away."
As Gilbertson points out,
student live here, in Bowling
Green, the majority of the year.
He believes that the laws effect
students just as much as everyone else so they should have an
equal say.
Clint Gault, USG president,
also believes that the students
should be represented in the
city since they are part of the
city.
"It's a shame that the student body is not being represented by the city," he said.

LISBON,
Portugal
—
Buoyed by a robust economy
and a confident mood among
many Portuguese, the governing Socialist
Party was
returned to power by a comfortable margin in the country's general election Sunday.
However, the center-left
Socialists fell short of the outright majority in parliament,
which they said they needed to
enact a long-promised package
of 1 in port an t reforms. They will
rule as a minority government.
The Socialist Party won 44
percent of the vote, according
to official results and with
more than 95 percent of ballots
counted. That gives them at
least 111 seats in the 230-seat
Republican Assembly, Portugal's parliament.
The main opposition, the
center-right Social Democratic
Party, received 32 percent of
the vote, mvine them 79 seats.
Seven seats, pertaining to
voters abroad and districts in
Portugal that boycotted the
election, were to be announced
in coming days. Projections
said the Socialists would get
only two of those seats.
Prime Minister and Socialist
leader Antonio Guterres said
voters did not grant him an
overall majority in parliament
because they wanted him to be
attentive to the proposals of
opposition parties.
He urged the opposition to
"help the Portuguese to live
better and help Portugal to
develop and undertake the
changes needed for it to play
its role in Europe and the
world."
The Socialists say they want
to press ahead with wide-ranging reforms in the tax, social
security, justice and health sectors. They say they were
unable to deliver the reforms
in their previous mandate
because they were a minority
government.
The
Communist
Party/Green Party coalition
collected 10 percent of the vote
and 17 seats, the conservative
Popular Party snared 9 percent
and 14 seats, and the Leftist
Bloc got 2.5 percent and two
seats.
In the last general election
in 1995, the Socialists took 112
seats compared with 88 seats
for the Social Democrats.
Despite the Social Democrats' poor showing, party
leader Jose Durao Barroso said
he would not resign.
Over the past four years, the
Socialists have overseen a
buoyant economy. Economic
growth is forecast at 3.3 percent this year, ahead of the
European Union average of 3
percent. Inflation is down to 2
percent, and the jobless rate is
4.9 percent, half the EU average.

If you do not
have an oncampus mailbox,
visit the Vice
President for
Student Affairs
Office, 305
Saddlemire
Student
Services
Building, to
recieve your copy.

>,

Dr. Tim Uyeki
Public Health in ActionWhat does the CDC do?
Dr. Uyeki will speak about opportunities for training and
careers in public health at the Centers lor Disease
Control and Prevention, about emerging infectious
diseases, and about his experiences working in the
field in Asia, Africa, and the US.

When: Monday Oct 11 at 2:30 PM
Where: Overman Hall Room 123

24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors*
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID •
(with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
13040 BI»hop Rd., Bowling Gr—n, OH • 353-2526
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Discover Great Savings!

ME1JER
Anderson Pretzels Low Fat
Minis or Fat Free Sticks
20 oz. bag. Limit 2 total.
Additional items at regular retail.

Chicken of the Sea
Chunk Light Tuna
6 oz. can. In water or oil.
Limit 6 total.
Additional items at regular retial.

Save

6<r

( »■» 1

1

■* Mix 8, Eirf

99

Save
$

1

Kraft
Easy Mac and Cheese
12.9 oz. box.
?K X

Aunt Millie's
98% Fat Free Potato Buns
Hamburger or hot dog.
8 ct. pkg.

^Sii ■■■.•.

19

=.---.-.-.*x

^/hn**A<><*n^(§)

Meijer Salt
Iodized or
Free Flowing Plain
26 oz. container.

liil

Single Slices
County Line
American Cheese
Food Singles
12 oz. pkg.

Save
I 40

County)
v Line /
INDIVIDUALLY
WRAPPED SLICES
Ntl WT 12 0Z. (340g)

0

?
Prices Good 6 a.m.
Monday, Oct. 11, thru
Sunday, Oct. 17,1999
at location listed.
Wt iwww On rt|M to limit pWn
to iMrmal ratal! •■rckaxt

BOWLING GREEN
1-76 (Exit 181) * E. Woortf

%f%ri

Visit Moijor on tin- Inlc
www.meijei <t»m
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Matt Steiner
Sports Editor
372-2603

Toronto in exhibition game
By DAN NIED
The BG News
One question surrounding
the Bowling Green hockey team
this season was whether the

power play would have as much
pop with the loss of Dan Price.
In a word, yes, the Falcons
scored three goals on the power
play in a 7-2 win over the Uni-

versity of Toronto Saturday.
The game was marred by a collective 143 penalty minutes.
"They've been doing well in
practice," Falcon defenseman

BO News Photo/ JEN KNOTTS
BG and University of Toronto hockey players get into a scuffle Saturday at the BGSU Ice Arena.
The game was cluttered by rugged play as the teams combined for a total of 143 penalty minutes.

Doug Schueller said of the
power play. "Tonight they
struggled a little bit and they
have to get used to each other a
little more and learn where
each other will be on the ice.
But all together they did well."
The Falcons wanted to use
the game to see how they would
stack up against live competition. They regularly dominate
the action both on spe :ial
teams and the rare occasions
when they have to play at even
strength.
Curtis Valentine opened the
scoring by taking a centering
pass from freshman Ryan Fultz
and zipping it past Toronto
goalie Chris Short 2:32 in the
first period.
"The puck popped onto my
stick and I saw Valentine break
and I threw it to him," Fultz
said. "He hit a laser beam to the
top shelf. He did all the work. I
just got the puck to him."
Center Adam Edinger kept
the scoring going at 13:50 in
the first, recorded the first of
his three goals. His hat trick

consisted of both of Bowling
Green's short handed goals.
Head coach Buddy Powers
decided to replace Price with
Greg Day on the power play.
Halfway through the second
period he let Powers know that
he was a good choice to replace
last year's CCHA scoring leader
by sliding the puck past Toronto goalie Chris Short for the
Falcon's third goal of the game.
That tally put the game out of
reach for the Blues.
Senior left winger Brad Newman and junior Chris Bonvie
finished off the scoring for the
Falcons.
Overall, head coach Buddy
Powers was happy with the
way the power play performed.
"We thought we had some
pretty good plays on for the
first unit Power play," Powers
said. "I thought they moved the
puck around well. When they
move the puck and .they support each other and we get it off
the wall and out we get guys
that can be pretty dangerous."
Powers decided to give the

start in goal to freshman Tyler
Masters. Masters won the right
to start over junior Shawn
Timm and freshman Tom Lawson.
The undersized Masters didn't get much work as the Falcon
defense limited Toronto to 11
shots. Masters stopped nine
and never seemed to be out of
position.
Masters said that he would
have liked to have more work.
"You want to get into the
game," Masters said. "I was
almost falling asleep out there.
As a goalie it's hard, It shows
that the defense is playing well
but it's tough for a goalie."
Powers wanted to use the
game as a warm up for the Falcon's trip to Boston next weekend to face Boston College and
Northeastern.
"This was a building block,"
Powers said. "We'll have much
a much tougher test Friday
and Saturday But there
will be more adrenaline
flowing for those games."

BG drops high scoring homecoming
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
In games against good
football
teams,
the
offense and defense has
to put the team in position to
win the game.
Against Miami Saturday at
Perry
Stadium,
Bowling
Green's offense tried to make
that happen. But the defense
could not stop the RedHawk
offense. Miami escaped with a
45-31 Mid-American Conference victory. Forty-five points is
the stadium record for the most
points scored by a Falcon opponent.
"I don't think so," Falcon
coach Gary Blackney said when
asked if his defense wore down
in the second half. "We'll have
to look at the film. We just got
sloppy. We didn't play with
great intensity in my opinion.
All the things we didn't do a
week ago, we did today. We
really haven't grown as a
defense in the last three weeks
and that concerns me."
The announced crowd of
10,298 including Cleveland
Browns Vice President and

Director of Football Operations
Dwight Clark, witnessed the
RedHawk offense rack up 503
yards compared to BG's ■'.29.
While Heisman trophy candidate running back Travis Prentice did damage, it was quarterback Mike Bath and his receiving corps led by senior Trevor
Gaylor that did most of it (see
sidebar).
"The word of the week was
physical," Miami coach Terry
Hoeppner said. "We had to get
back to playing physical football. We challenged the offensive line and Travis Prentice
this week."
Miami (4-2 overall, 3-1 MAC)
was coming off a 32-14 loss at
home against undefeated Marshall Saturday. BG drops to 2-4
and 1-3.
"I think we did an outstanding job," Bath said. "I think we
played the closest to our most
complete game this year. It was
a matter of everybody making a
commitment to themselves
after last week to get better. I
think we did that in practice
this week."
The Miami offense put up

those points despite having the game closer when Steve
ball for only 22:35 of the game. Holmes and Sahm scored on
But the difference there was touchdown runs of two and 21
Miami's offense averaged 8.4 yards respectively.
Sah.ii put together another
yards per play to BG's 4.8.
Miami scored first when solid game completing 18-of-37
Prentice ran the ball in from passes for 242 yards and one
four yards out. BG drove the touchdown. Aaron Alexander
ball to the RedHawk 20 on the led the way with eight catches
ensuing drive but quarterback for 87 yards.
Robert Redd broke the cenAndy Sahm tried to go to
Robert Redd in the end zone tury mark for receiving yards
and Michael Adams intercepted racking up 115 on six catches
with >ne touchdown. He has
the pass in double coverage.
Jason Strasser would hit a had a touchdown reception in
32-yard field goal to cut the the past three games. The FalRedHawk lead to 7-3 with 3:53 con rushers combined for 187
left in the half. Miami respond- yards against the stingy Reded making the halftime score of Hawk defense led by Steve
Holmes with 64
21-3.
BG plays a much-improved
The Falcon offense came out
on fire in the second half when Akron team at the Rubber Bowl
Sahm connected with Redd Saturday at noon. There are
from 30 yards out. Godfrey some concerns about BG's team
Lewis answered a RedHawk morale heading into the imporscore with a 1-yard run. After tant game on the road.
"Nobody's pointing fingers at
an Andy Brumbergs field goal
made it 31-17, all comeback anybody," BG safety Chad Long
hopes were sealed when BG said. "We're still together and
lost a fumble and Miami we're still a team. The offense
had its tough luck in the early
answered with a touchdown.
Trailing 45-17 late in the games. Now, it's the defense's
game, the Falcons made the turn. We'll come around

The BG News
Ten years ago, the Bowling
Green volleyball team won its
first Mid-American Conference
Championship. Names like
Linda Popovich, Lisa Mika and
Tammy Schiller helped turn
the Falcon program into a winning tradition.
Ten ye...-s later with the former team present, the 1999
Falcon team emulated the
championship team with two
key MAC wins this homecoming weekend to put them right
back into the conference race.
BG rallied back from two
games down Friday night to
defeat Kent State 12-15, 4-15,
16-14, 15-9, 15-12. The emotional high carried into Saturday and it was apparent the
Falcons were not to be stopped
as they beat Ohio in three
straight sets
(15-5, 15-11,
16-3).
"We talked
all about
that the players
coming
black
were
used to winning,"
BG
coach Denise Kris Pesorda
Van De Walle
said. "I wanted the former players to see us win."
The way the Falcons played
the first two games against
Kent made it look like it was
going to be a bad weekend for
BG. Nothing at all was clicking.
Miscommunication
errors,
passing, serve receiving-just

i

nothing was going right for the
Falcons. From game three of
the Kent game through all of
the Ohio game, the Falcons
played the volleyball they have
been looking for all year.
"This was our comeback
weekend," BG senior right side
hitter Kris Pesorda said. "We
needed to win these in order to
stay alive in the confer?nce. OU
and Kent are big rivals for us so
it is good that we beat them."
So what happened after the
second game of Kent that made
the Falcons take off?
"I ripped them (BG) pretty
bad after game two," Van De
Walle said. "We were playing
passively and allowing Kent to
laugh at our mistakes. I knew
that we were better than that.
We talked about our assignments and what we needed to
do offensively."
Whatever Van De Walle said
it worked and the offense
worked again. Senior left-side
hitter Melissa Lewis matched
her career high from just the
game before with 31 kills
against the Golden Flash.
Sophomore middle-hitter Caty
Rom meek stepped up and had a
season high 15 kills and nine
blocks. Lori Kemerer had a
team high 19 digs.
"This weekend will pump
them up and give them a lot of
confidence," former Falcon
Tammy Schiller said. "They
looked like they were having a
lot of fun which is a big key."
The Falcons said the Kent
game gave them a major confidence boost going into the OU

►,

Falcon senior outside linebacker Joe O'Neill attempts to bring
down Miami's Travis Prentice during the homecoming game at
Doyt Perry Stadium Saturday. Prentice showed why he is a Heisman Trophy Candida * as the entire BG defense had trouble
stopping him. He ended the day with 209 yards rushing and
three touchdowns.

Tough trio rolls
over defense

Falcons win 2
weekend matches
By NICK HURM

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
BG sophomore middle hitter Caty Rommedk has her eye on
Kent State hit as she plays defense during Friday's victory.
match. It was apparent when'
BG took the court. BG dominated the first game and quickly
won a 15-5 decision. What wasn't expected was the serving
game of BG. The orange and
brown, who have had problems
with their serving game all
year, set a school record for aces
in a three game match. The
Falcons 17 aces beat the old
mark of 16 set against a win
over Auburn in 1987. Senior
setter
Heather Greig and
Kemerer both had five aces in
the match.
"The other night we had a lot

t

of serving errors so we decided
we had to cut down on those,"
sophomore setter Natalie Becker, who had two aces of her own
said. "Tonight we decided to
serve tough and we got 17
aces."
The week ahead looks bright
for the Falcons. BG will host
two home matches this weekend. Friday they will battle
Toledo, who the Falcons have
never lost to at Anderson
Arena. The next day they will
host Central Michigan who BG
has already beaten in three sets
this year.

By NICK HURM
The BG News
Tailback Travis Prentice,
quarterback Mike Bath and
flanker Trevor Gaylor- three
names that made the Bowling
Green defense feel green.
The Falcon offense put a
respectable 31 points on the
scoreboard, but the way the
Miami trio performed, the BG
offense couldn't score enough.
Prentice, a Heisman Trophy
contender, added a couple more
votes to his name with a 209
rushing yard performance and
three touchdowns.
When
Prentice wasn't getting rushing
yards, he was getting passing
yards via Bath. The running
back had three catches for 53
yards and a touchdown.
"Whenever you have a running back like Travis Prentice
you have to respect that," MU
quarterback Mike Bath said.
"Them paying attention to him
really opened up the passing
game. We saw them on film and
we knew where we had to
attack them."
Bath and Gaylor attacked
with a vengeance on the BG
defense.
Gaylor, a lengthy 6-foot 4inch receiver used his height
advantage over the Falcon secondary to catch six passes for
154 yards and two touchdowns.
Bath had one of his best
games of the season, completing 15 of 22 passes for 309
yards and four touchdowns.
As soon as the Falcon
defense keyed too much on

Prentice, it was Bath and Gaylor that burnt BG.
"We just had had a lot of
miscoverages and coverage
bust," safety Chad Long said.
"We just got beat today. The
secondary was not getting it
done."
One of the biggest plays of
the game was Miami's first possession of
the
third
quarter.
After
BG
has
'~208 '
marched
down
the
field and scored a touchdown
their first drive of the first half,
it was apparent the momentum
had shifted to the Falcons side.
But Bath and Gaylor put an
end to the momentum. The
Miami quarterback found his
top receiver wide open for a 62
yard touchdown pass.
"Bath is a good quarterback,"
Long said. "He knows when to
throw the ball and where to
throw it. He made some great
decisions throwing the ball."
After the Falcons secondary
started giving up the big pass
plays, it allowed Miami to go
back to Prentice to do what he
does best-find a lane and score.
To put the game away for good,
Prentice rumbled for a 53 yard
touchdown run.
"We threw a pretty high percentage," MU coach Terry
Hoeppner said. "We were able
to run because we threw so
well."
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ALCON BOX bCORES

NHL
EAS URN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
NY Rangers
2
2
New Jersey
2
1
Pittsburgh
1
1
NY blander.
1
1
Philadelphia
0
2
Northeast Division
W
L
Ottawa
4
0
Toronto
3
1
Montreal
1
3
Buffalo
0
2
Boston
0
3
Southeast Division
W
L
Florida
2
0
Carolina
2
1
Washington
1
1
Tampa Bay
1
2
Atlanta
0
2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
L
Detroit
2
1
St Louis
2
2
Chicago
0
2
sJashville
0
2
Northwest Division
W
L
Vancouver
3
0
Edmonton
1
2
Colorado
1
2
Calgary
0
3
Pacific Division
W
L
Dallas
4
1
Los Angeles
3
1
San lose
3
1
tiocnix
2
1
Anaheim
1
2
Overtime losses will count both as a loss
Saturday's Games
Vancouver 4. Montreal 1
Los Angeles 2. Washington 2 lie
Ottawa 4, Toronto 3
Philadelphia 1, Boston 1, tie
New Jersey 1, Tampa Bay 0
luit.ilu - Atlanta 5. tie
Detroit 2. Florida 2. tie
Dallas! San Jose 2
St Louis 4. Edmonton 2
Sunday's Games
.ate Game Not Included
•.' Y Islanders 4, Colorado 2
•J Y Rangers 4. Phoenix 2
Nashville at Chicago (n)
Monday's Games
( olorado at Boston, 1 30 p m
slew Jersey at Ottawa. 2pm
Carolina at Calgary, 3pm
Ttoenix at Buffalo. 7 p m
San Jose at Anaheim. 7pm
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NFL
T
1
0
1
0
1

RT
0
0
0
0
0

PU
s
4
3
2
1

T
0
0
0
1
1

RT
0
0
0
0
0

PU
8
6
2
1
1

T
1
0
0
1

RT
0
0
0
0
0

Pt.
S
4
1
2
1

T
1
0
1
0

RT
0
0
0
0

Pel
S
4
1
0

T
0
1
1
0

RT
0
1
0
0

PU
6
4
3
0

!

T
RT
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
and a regulation tie

PU
8
7
6
5
2

AMERICAN CONIrRFSCl
East
W
L
Buffalo
4
1
New England
4
1
Miami
3
1
Indianapolis
2
2
NY Jets
3
1
Central
Jacksonville
3
1
Tennessee
4
1
Baltimore
3
2
Pittsburgh
2
3
Cincinnati
1
4
Cleveland
0
5
West
San Diego
3
1
Seattle
3
1
Kansas City
3
2
Oakland
2
3
Denver
1
4
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
Dallas
3
1
Washington
3
1
Arizona
2
3
N Y Giants
2
3
Philadelphia
1
4
Central
Green Bav
2
1
Chicago
1
2
Detroit
2
2
Tampa Bav
2
2
Minnesota
2
3
West
St Louis
4
0
San Francisco
3
2
Carolina
1
3
New Orleans
1
.3
Atlanta
1
4
Sunday's Games
Late Games Not Included
Atlanta 20. New Dtleans 17
Chicago 24, Minnesota 22
Cincinnati 18, Cleveland 17
Philadelphia 13, Dallas 10
Kansas City 16. New England 14
Buffalo 24, Pittsburgh 21
San IDiego 20, Detroit 10
St Louis 42. San Francisco 20
Arizona 14, NYt jUnu 3
Tennessee 14. Ba limore 11
Denver 16, Oakland 13
Miami 34, Indiana|Hilis 31
Tampa Bay at Green Bay, ml
OPEN Carolina Seattle. IV... lington
Monday's Game
Jacksonville at \ ew York Jets 9pm

_l_
T
0
0
0
0
0

Pet
800
800
750
500
250

0
0
0
0
0
0

750
800
400
400
200
000

0
0
0
0
0

750
750
600
400
250

Miami 45, Bowling Green )1
Ml i 2,3-11
7
BG .' 1. I-:.,
0
First Downs
RlHtWt-Vudl (Net)
Passing Yards )Ne()
Passes All -Comp-lnl
Total Offense Play v yards
Fumble returns-yardv
Punt returns-yards
Kickoff rctums-vards
Interception rclums-yardi
Punts (N'umber-Avg)
Fumhles-lost
Penal lies-yards
Possession time

11
:t
ML!
20
38-I'M
309
22 15-0
60-503
04
2-21
4-71
1-0
4111,
1-1
13-93
2215

10
14

14-45
14-31
IK.
2R
52-187
242
37-18 1
M 4.'.
0-0
04
6-110
04)
3-39 3
l-l
4-40
16 17

Men's Soccer —
Bowling Green 1, Western Michigan 1
BGSI'

0

1

0

0-1

WMU
0
(1-10-2. 0-2-2 MACl

1

0

tl 1

(4-7-1,0-1-1 MAC)
T
0
0
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Second Hall
BG (3 26) — Degar.d (Tinajero)
WM t 07) - Hoffmeyer
Shots -BG 17, WML' 18,Saves-HG6. WML'9.1 omrr UdtaV It...- WMI
/, Fouls -BG 22, WML' 27, OsMtlra BG 4. WMU 8 . Caution. 'EJtctfi m
- BG 5/none. WMU 3/none
Bl-wling Green r>. Bucknell t
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Rams 42, 49ers 20
ST LOUIS (AP) - As usual, the Rams-49ers
game wpa decided by brilliant quarterbacking and
a receiver wearing No. 80.
The Rams beat San Francisco 42-20 on Sunday
to break a 17-game losing streak against the
49ers and improve to 4-0.

Broncos 16, Raiders 13
OAKLAND, Calif. <AP) — The Denver Broncos
lost another Pro Bowler to injury when tight end'
Shannon Sharpe fractured his collarbone, yet
somehow managed to finally win a game in the
post-John Elway era.
Brian Griese did a decent Elway impersonation
as the Broncos blew a 13-point halftime lead
before winding 16-1.3 over the Oakland Raiders on:
Sunday.

Titans 14, Baltimore 11

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Whenever the Teivfl
nessee Titans and the Baltimore Ravens play, it'sM
ugly. Sunday was no exception.
Neil O'Donnell threw a 27-yard touchdown pass^i
to Yancey Thigpen in the third quarter as the
Titans survived an NFL record for penalty
yardage in beating Baltimore 14-11.

Dolphins 34, Colts 31

First Hall

INDIANAPOLIS lAP) — Dan Marino redeemed
himself
Marino passed for 393 yards and hit Oronde
Gadsden on two big passes in the closing minutes
as the Miami Dolphins beat the Indianapolis Colts
34-31 Sunday.

BG (3:21) Malik (Dore)
BG(23 10)Dore|Biggs)
BU (24 281 Lendvai-Lintner
BG (27 28) Don-(Biggs)
Second Half:
BG (57 05| Wisniewski (Malhews. Dore)

Bears 24, Vikings 22

Saves -BG 4, BU 1.

Chargers 20, Lions 10
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) — Bobby Ross will
have to wait if he wants revenge on San Diego.
Darryll Lewis returned a fumble 42 yards in
the fourth quarter and the Chargers' defense
shut out Detroit in the second half to lead San
Diego to a 20-10 victory Sunday.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Neither the Chicago
Bears nor the Minnesota Vikings returned to form
Sunday.
The Bears upset the Vikings 24-22, forcing five
turnovers and turning three into touchdowns.
The Vikings scored on an 18-yard TD catch by
Chris Walsh with two seconds left and the Vikings
were offsides on the onside kick

Falcons get back on winning track
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
The BG men's soccer team
pulled out a convincing win
over Bucknell Friday breaking
a seven game losing streak.
Sunday, they tied Western
Michigan.

BG 1, WMU 1 (20T)
When the Falcons grabbed a
1-0 lead with 3:26 remaining in
regulation Sunday on Fred
Degand's header off a cross
from Mike Tinajero, it appeared
they were well on their way to a
hard fought win over MidAmerican Conference foe Western Michigan.
WMU (1-10-2, 0-2-2 MAC)
and Bowling Green (4-7-1, 0-11) would play to a 1-1 tie in double overtime at Cochrane Field,
however, thanks to a penalty
kick goal by the Broncos' Jason
Hoffmeyer with just 7 seconds
to play in the second half.
BG's Mike Tinajero was
called for a foul when he pulled
Hoffmeyer to the ground in the
Falcons' box to set up the shot.
"It was a tough call," BG
coach Mel Mahler said. "But we
still had 30 minutes to win the
game and we didn't get it done.
It wasn't like we lost the game
on that call. If we would have
taken care of the ball, we never

would have been put in that situation:"
The Broncos were called for
27 fouls and 3 yellow cards
while BG collected 22 fouls and
5 yellow cards.
WMU coach Chris Karwoski
said that type of play is indicative of MAC soccer.
"Emotion goes a long way in
this type of game," he said. "For
us to be in a game, I think we
need to be physically in the
game first - then we play. That's
the nature of the game in Division I, especially in the MAC.
Its a pretty physical conference."
Each team let multiple scoring opportunities slip away.
Degand had a header in the
box saved less than a minute
before his goal. At 77:23, Falcons forward Tony Malik had a
one-on-one with Broncos goalkeeper Eric Pogue in the box. A
sharp cut by Malik sent Pogue
off-balance but the keeper was
able to tip the ball just out of
Malik's reach where it was
cleared by a WMU defender.
Broncos forward Victor Gordon nearly scored the game
winner in the second extra period when he skipped the ball
past BG keeper Ty Fowler in

front of the box. Only a speedy
recovery by Degand prevented
the ball from trickling over the
goal line.
Malik said he felt the Falcons played well but was less
than satisfied with the tie.
"We created a lot of chances
and finally got one at the end,"
Malik said. "Unfortunately
they got a penalty kick in the
last 10 seconds. For me it wasn't a foul but it's the referees
decision."
Mahler said BG let a win slip
away.
"We're not hitting on all
cylinders," Mahler said. "We
need to have 11 guys on the
same page. Every player has to
take the approach that I have
to make every effort possible to
improve my game each day.
There is no other way that we
will achieve our goals."

BG 5, Bucknell 1
Tony Malik and Chris Dore
scored twice each and Kevin
Wisniewski tallied his third
goal of the season as BG hit the
back of the Bucknell net four
times in the first 45 minutes of
Friday's non-conference contest.
The win. snapped a seven
game losing streak for the Fal-

Bengals win
battle of Ohio
By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND — With a
last-minute drive so sickeningly familiar to Browns fans,
Akili Smith extracted his
revenge and got a rivalry going
again.
Smith finished his first NFL
start by leading the Cincinnati
Bengals 80 yards in the closing
minutes and throwing a 2-yard
touchdown pass to Carl Pickens
for an 18-17 victory over winless Cleveland.
Making good on his promise
to prove something to the team
that passed him by in the draft.
Smith raised his arms in celebration after his lob to Pickens
with 5 seconds left, then pounded his chest in a gesture to the
Browns bench.
He felt they'd slighted him
by choosing Tim Couch instead
of him on draft day.
"It was real personal," said
Smith, who completed 25-of-41
for 221 yards with two touchdowns and no interceptions.
"The fans were cheering like it
was the Super Bowl, and that's
how I took it. This game was

very big for me. I wanted to
show them they made a mistake."
The Browns (0-5) have never
made it to a Super Bowl, losing
out on their best chance when
John Elway led Denver 98
yardu on "The Drive" toward
the Dawg Pound to save the
AFC championship in 1986.
Playing in a new stadium on
the same site with the Dawg
Pound at his back, Smith put
together his own version of
"The Drive" with training
wheels.
"For a young quarterback in
his first NFL start to go 80
yards to score with 5 seconds
left was more than anyone
should expect," said Bengals
general manager Mike Brown,
who chose Smith with the third
overall pick.
Couch completed 15-of-27 for
164 yards with one interception, but led the offense to only
one first down in the second
half when Cleveland had a
chance to put it away.
Cincinnati (1-4) got the ball
back at its 20 with 2:04 left and
the 73,048 fans ready to cele-

cons and dropped the Bison to
8-3-1.
"Offensively, you can't complain with five goals," Dore
said. "You can't complain about
one (goal allowed) when you
score five. We still have some
lapses all over the field, but
we're on the right track with
another win."
Dore's first half markers
gave him 17 points on the year
to lead BG.
"Chris' two goals were the
result of a great team effort,"
Mahler said. "We capitalized on
their mistakes. They weren't as
technically sound as they wanted to be. We've been playing
great soccer the last two weeks.
We just haven't been getting
results. The guys needed to see
results to build up our confidence. It was a great victory for
us."
Ty Fowler made four saves in
goal for BG while Nathan
Fitzgerald stopped just one for
Bucknell.
"The scouting report was to
close down number nine
(Dore)," Bucknell coach Brendan Nash said. "He showed us
today he's a very nice player.
All around, I think they were
faster and more aggressive
than we were."

BG News File Photo/ BEN FRENCH

Gene Braxton (23) prepares to drive with the ball as a Kentucky
defender dosses in during a game at Cochrane field last week.

Burba leaves game;
Bosox force game 4

Cincinnati Bengals' Akili Smith
celebrates after his two yard
touchdown pass to wide
receiver Carl Pickens in the
fourth quarter Sunday.
brate Cleveland's first win
since it beat the Bengals in
1995 in the last game at old
Cleveland Stadium.
When Smith ran onto the
field, he gestured to the Dawg
Pound to keep up the din and
the obscenities directed his
way.
"He loved that," offensive
tackle Willie Anderson said.
"He was like, 'Bring it on.' We
were just saying, 'Hey, chill out
man. If we can't hear you (during the snap count), we cant
block for you.m

By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON — Not long after
Dave Burba's right forearm
tightened in Game 3, so did the
division series between Ihe Indians and Red Sox.
Burba, who was pitching a
shutout through four innings,
was forced to leave because of an
injury that had been bothering
him for nearly two weeks.
Boston then pounded Cleveland's bullpen in a 9-3 win to
force a Game 4.
Burba's setback was just Ihe
latest in an injury-filled season
for the Indians.
And, if they are able to
advance to the AL championship
series against the New York Yankees, Burba's injury could be Ihe
costliest as well.
"It wasn't, 'Here we go again,'
" Indians left fielder Richie Sexson said Sunday. "It was more
like, 'What are we going to do
with our starting pitching?' "
Yeah. What are the Indians
going to do?
Cleveland manager Mike Hargrove said Burba will have an

\

MRI in Cleveland on Monday to
determine Ihe extent of his
injury. The righl-hander has been
experiencing tightness on the
underside of his right forearm,
which tightened when he threw
a split-finger fastball in the
fourth inning.
"We'think it's muscular," Hargrove said. "Right now, we don't
know anymore."
If Ihe Indians are able to get
past the Red Sox, and if Burba is
unable to pilch against the Yankees, then Cleveland would have
to reshuffle its postseason roster
to add a starting pitcher.
Among the candidates Hargrove could choose from are lefthanders Mark Langston and
Chris Haney as well as formerYankee Dwight Gooden, who
was pulled from two starts
against his former learn during
Ihe regular season. All three were
left off the 25-man roster for the
division series.
Hargrove, who would have lo
use Charles Nagy in a Game 5
against the Red Sox, said another
option would be to use a three-

man rotation against the Yankees. He also could start Jaret
Wright, who look the loss in
Game 3 after relieving Burba.
"I'm sure there will be a readjustment on our roster if we
make il lo the next round," he
said. "But let's try to make it lo
the next round first."

eu Photo
Boston Red Sox pitcher Kent
Mercker throws against Cleveland's Kenny Lofton in the first
Inning.
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Round 1 goes
to women in
gender battle
television
cameras
and
reporters from around the
world recording every move.
She flicked light jabs, landed a
few combinations to the head
and body, slipped or blocked
punches nicely, and generally
comported herself in a manner
befitting a middle-aged fighter
with a 4-0 record. In other
words, she didn't stink up the
joint.
Chow, on the other hand,
did.
The jumpy little jockey —
he's listed as 5-f<«»t-2 but barely
came up to the 5-4 MacGregor's
chin — bounced around the
ring as if he were looking for an
exit. He didn't fight so much as
cover up. The few looping
punches he threw seemed
designed for effect rather than
damage, as if he had learned
his new trade by watching old
Westerns.
When the judges' cards were
announced — each scored it 4036 for MacGregor — and Chow
fled with a final wave, the
crowd showered him with boos.
Chow had an excuse, though:
His blood pressure had zoomed
to 185 over 115 a few hours
before the bout.
"I didn't feel right," Chow
said.
"He looked scared out of his
wits," said Bob Jarvis, a former
fighter who worked with the
promoters and also managed
the night's main-event winner,
lightweight Martin O'Malley
(11-0).

By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE — Margaret MacGregor and Loi Chow made
pugilistic history and proved
that a woman who can box a little can beat a man who can't
box at all.
MacGregor won all four
rounds on all three judges'
cards Saturday night, then left
it to others to assess whether
her waltz in the ring with Chow
will be remembered as a landmark in sports, a stride for
women or yet another punch in
the nose for boxing.
If boxing can survive Mike
Tyson biting a chunk off Evander Holyfield's ear, it can probably survive this whimsical promotion between a 36-year-old
female landscaper and a 33year-old male jockey, who
earned $1,500 apiece in boxing's first sanctioned battle of
the sexes.
"The weight of the world was
on my shoulders," said the 129pound MacGregor. "I hope I've
done good for boxing."
When
asked
what
she
thought
she
proved,
she
responded: "Just that I'm a
winner."
Chow, who weighed 128 and
wore a welt on his forehead,
answered the same question
with a cryptic smile and a hollow boast, saying, "It proves a
woman cannot hurt a man."
MacGregor certainly showed
she had the moxie to stand up
to a man, even with a dozen

Come see the new 2000 Models
from area dealers!

CAR SHOW
OCT. 8-17

woodland mall
1234 N Main St.. Rl 25
Bowling Green OH 43402
wvAv.bgwoodlandmall.com

THE
TANNING
CENTER

Tan for One Month for the Price of 10 Visits!
S 2 5 For Bed
$30 For Booth
Eipirti 0<t. 11. 1999
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Campus Events
Ann. Golden Key Inductees
Deadline lor applicants due Oct. 14
Altn. Golden Key Members
Meeting Tuesday Oct. 19
102 BA 9pm

,

Attn: Special Education Majors
CEC meeting Tuesday Oct. 12
Room 115 Ed 9pm
Education Abroad Fair
Tuesday, October 12
11:00am-3:0Opm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Reminder
APICS Dinner Meeting
Kaufman's on Woosler
Tuesday, Oct. 12th 5:30

SKYDIVE NOW., don't wait or it will be
too late. End ol season special, $110.00
per student. Skydive BG. 352-5200 ONLY 10 MINUTES FROM BGSU Maslercard/VISA accepted
Woodland Mall.
Check out our website at:
www bgwoodlandmall.com for our
movie listings, times, special events,
store news, and sales!
Worried about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests.
Confidential and Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.

Personals
• 1 Spring Break 2000 Specials!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, 4 Florida!
Now Hiring Campus Reps!
Best Prices Guaranteed.
1-800-234-7007
www.endlessummertours.com.
••• SKI 2000 & Millennium Fiesta '"
Crested Butle Jan. 3-8 starting at S329
(5nts) New Years in MEXICO via TWA
Dec 28 (5nts) and Jan. 2 (6nts).
Book Now! 1-800-TOUR-USA
www.studentexpress.com
—ACT NOWI GET THE BEST SPRING
BREAK PRICES! SOUTH PAORE, CANCUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO, FLORIDA S MARDIGRAS REPS
NEEDED. TRAVEL FREE, EARN $S$
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 8+ 800-8388302AVWW LEISURETOURS COM.
—SPRING BREAK 2000-Plan Now! •"
Cancun, Mazatlan, Acapuico. Jamaica
& S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights
Best packages. Book now!
Campus Reps wanted - earn FREE trips.
1.800 SURFS UP
www.studentexpress.com

7**

BBQ SpareRibs

*

nr

•WEDNESDAY*

Prime Rib

•TUESDAY-

Baked Chicken

Certified Angus Beel
•THURSDAY*

SI ,000'* WEEKLYI Stuff envelopes at
home lor $2 each plus bonues. F/T, P/T.
Make S8O0* weekly guaranteed! Free
supplies. For details, send one stamp lo:
N-181, PMB 552. 1021 Wilshire Blvd..
Los Angeles. CA 90025

""Put posters up on campus or get a
group and go free to Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica or Florida lor Spring Break. No
selling involved. Lowest prices and reputable company make it easy.
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386

Browse icpt.com lor Springbreak "2000".
ALL destinations ottered. Trip participants, student orgs & campus reps wanted. Fabulous parties, hotels & prices. Call
Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

FREE TRIPS AND CASHIII
SPRING BREAK 2000
StudentCity.com is looking for
Highly Motivated Students to promote
Spring Break 2000!
Organize a small group and travel FREE!
Top campus reps can earn a Free Trip
& over S10.000!
Choose Cancun. Jamaica or Nassau!
Book Trips On-line.
Log In and win FREE Stuff.
Sign up now On Llnel

INTRAMURAL MEN'S 4 WOMEN'S
BOWLING ENTRIES DUE OCT 12. IF
HAND-DELIVERING. DUE BY 3PM IN
PFH IF SENDING ELECTRONICALLY,
DUE BY 12 NOON.
SPRING BREAK SOW
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM|
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE "FUN
PLACE"! HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS,
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS. 3
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE. WATER
SLIDE, HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB, MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP. SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE.
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

www.StudentClty.com
or 800/293-1443
HEkHWANIEB
Anatomy & Physiology Instructor. Day or
evenings. Immediate positions. Teaching
experience a plus. (419) 874-4496
Now hiring ■ Thy Aztec Restaurant. dOV*>
town BG. all positions Apply in person or
call 353-3561. Ask for John Murphy.
ORDER
ENTRY
Seasonal
$7.00 - $7.50
Hickory Farms is now hiring lull and parttime seasonal Order Entry personnel to
input orders into our order processing
system. Positions are open now through
December on day and evening shifts, during the week and on weekends. Must
have basic computer and typing skills.
Positions are also open lor customer
service and clerical personnel. Attendance incentives, generous employee discount, and professional supervision. Apply in person at our corporate offices M-F
from 9:00 a m.-7:00 p.m., and Sat. 10:00
a.m.-2:00 p.m. Hickory Farms, 1505 Holland Rd.. Maumee, OH. EOE.

Wanted ASAP Sblsr1 F, own rm, els to
campus. Nice & new apt, spacious, Ige
liv. rm. Good living cond! Call 937-5992636 (collect).

Help Wanted

SS MANAGE A BUSINESS
ON YOUR CAMPUS SS
Versily.com an Internet note taking com- Out-going, energetic person needed hi
pany is looking lor an entrepreneurial stu- our customer service dept. at the St.
dent to run our business on your campus. James. Club. Full and part-time posiManage students, make tons ot money. tions available. This position would reexcellent opportunity1 Apply online
quire you to be Included in alt areas of
at www.versity.com, contact jobs@versi- the fitness club. Apply In person at:
ly.com or call (734) 483-1600 ext. 888
The St. James Club
7337 W. Bancroft
Toledo, OH
S1500 weekly potential mailing our circu841-5597
lars. For into call 203-977-1720.
Part time/full time positions packing
Canadian Bacon. Country Smoked
Meats. $6.50mr apply 9 510 Napolean
Rd, BG

3pm-6pm Monday - Friday after school
program. Children ages 6-12 It interested, call 878-0911 lor more information.
Child Care provider needed M, W. F .
3:00 p.m.-6:30 p.m Must have own car.
Call 354-2328 after 6:30 p.m.

Sky Technology Resources, Inc.- Operations lor Mid Am Bank and the Ohio Bank
is looking tor:
NUMERIC DATA ENTRY
PROCESSORS
FT and PT openings - Late afternoons to
evening hours, occasional Sat. Previous
banking and numeric 10 key or calculator
experience helpful.
Sky Tech otters:
'Competitive starting wage ?nd Quarterly
Incentive
'Paid vacation/Personal Days
'Close to campus - Clean environment
'Leading edge technology
Interested applicants should apply in person, Sky Technology Resources, Inc. Operations Ctr. 1851 N. Research, 8G. (I75
to exit 181). Sky Tech values a diverse
workforce and is in principle as well as
practice, and Equal Opportunity Employer.

Daily newspaper seeks reporter/photographer Send resume and samples to John
Peaspanen, Editor. The Evening Leader,
102 E Spring St., St. Mary's, OH 45885.
Dancers wanted, all new adult cabaret
511 Monroe SI., Toledo. OH. 419-2553864.
Desk Clerk needed lor local motel. 3rd
shift, must work weekends. Apply at
Buckeye Inn or phone 352-1520.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-lime, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime Many college students work here.
Starling pay is S5.30 per hour with an automatic S 25 per hour increase to S5.55
after 100 hours ot service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging ot small pads.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5 00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC., 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next 10 (he railroad tracks.

Spring Break Reps Needed! Earn easy
$$, travel free! 1-800-367-1252 or
www.springbreakdirect.com

For Sale
• • • • POSTER SALE
The Poster Sale is returning lo campus
Tues, Oct. 12th - Fri., Oct. 15th
Between 10am and 5pm
2nd Floor of Student Services
If you missed the last one,

now's your chance!
Hope to see you there!
Sponsored by UAO
"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air. Hotel, Meals.
Drinks From $399! 1 of 6 Small Businesses Recognized for Outstanding Ethics!
springbreaklravel.com 1-800-678-6386
"111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Panma City, Daytona, South Beach, Florida
$129!springbreaklravelcom 1-800-6786386.
3 Bruce Springsteen tickets
Cleveland on 11/14
823-1391 - Sandy
COMPUTER FOR SALE
Good first computer tor students
Macintosh Centrus 610 computer
with manuals.
250 meg Hard Drive, Ram 28meg,
with mouse and extended keyboard.
External 1 gig hard drive, 80 meg HD
Nee CD Rom Drive
14 inch Apple Plus Color Monitor
US Robotics 56K Modem
All cables including SCSI terminator
Microsoft Windows for Mac; Quicken
and other assorted software.
$600 or best offer.
Call 419-353-9265, Lv message
For sale: Bach Stradivarious Bb Tenor
Trombone. Used tor concert band only.
Excellent condition. Appraised at and asking for 1500.00. Call 353-9265, ask for
Shannon.
Homes from $199.30 mo. repos, 4%
down. O.K credit. For Listings & payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 ext H584
Hondas from $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558
Hunter Green leather lay-z-boy. end tables with matching lamps, great condition
$325,823-7017
Loft For Sale
$30.00
Call 352-1711
Microlridge, one year old-like new. Make
offer. Call 353-0139 ask tor David.
Powermac 6400/200, 17 in monitor,
quickcam, trackball, ethemet. $800 obo.
Email rellinbObgnet.bgsu.edu.

For Rent
"Houses and apartments 2000-2001
school year. Listing available 24 hrs. at
316 E. Merry, «3 Call 353-0325 between
9am-8pm/will mail listings. Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts available.
1,2,3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spadous Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

Substitute Teaching
Attention Grad Students
Bachelor degree only $75/day. Call
Fremont City Schools (419) 332-6454.
Trotters Tavern
Looking for day and night cooks 4 waitresses Tips are great & hours are flexible Applications are available on Fridays
12-5pm. 119N. Main SI., BG.

FREE BABY BOOM BOX
+
EARNS1200
Fundraiser tor student
groups & organizations. Earn
up to S4 per MasterCard app. Call
for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box
1 -800-932-0528 ext 119 or ext. 15
www.ocmconcepts.com

VAN DRIVER - part-time. Provide Iransportation to and from social services
agency. Must be between the ages of 2165, possess a valid Ohio drivers license
and an excellent driving record. Salary
$7.69 per hour. Submit resume to Children's Resource Center, P.O. Box 738,
Bowling Green, OH 43402

STEAK HOUSE

2 large bedroom house. Stove, refrigerator, air conditioning, w/d, walking distance
to BGSU. $650 . utilities 352-9592.
One and two bedroom furnished apartments available now. 352-7454.
Unique 2 bdrm apt. Cathedral ceiling, in
old Victorian house. $425/mo + util.
353-7495 - 427 N. Main St

lood sales.

IIC1P

PISniM€LLO'S
ccicBwnt

J 5 YEARS Of ICRYinG BGSU MID THE ROUJlinG GRECH COmmUfllTY

By purchasing a Pizza during October You are
automatically entered into . ^ ^ prize. 10 Lg pizzas ^
the drawing for:
• One 2nd prize - 5 Lg. Pizzas
Drawing
* °ne 3— Prize" 3L8-Pizzas
• One 4th prize - 2 Lg. Pizzas
• 90 5ih prizes -1 Lg. Pizza

IS

October 31st!

E
s

FREE DELIVERY
Open weekdays 4 p.m. • Lunch Fri., Sat., Sun.
352-5166
,
.
. SALADS • BREADSTICKS
p|ZZA

SUBS

IB* only u/e the fine/* ingredient/!

A History of
Growth and Success!!

leader in iro/cn

163 SOUTH MAIN STRtf T-80WUNG GREEN-352-2S95

Pizzas!

Grea

"SPRING BREAK 2000"
Free Irips, Free Drinks. Free Meals!
Holiest Destinations, Lowest Rates
1800-426-7710-www sunsplashtours.com

Sirloin Steak

7V
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Help Wanted

Services Offered

• MONDAY
Mnhinav.

I-TZZO

Help Wanted

Wanted
Groovy |0's Disco. Tuesday, Oct. 12 at
9pm Meet us at Gargoyles lor dancing
and good times. Drink specials and prizes
for best costume, most spirit, grooviest
dancer, and more! Help Arthritis Foundation and have a Q/sanime^gfi vou 'here

AMBASSADORS

__

Personals

City Events

Serving BG since 1980

A reminder to all
prospective ambassadors: Applications
are due on Monday,
Oct. 11th by 5pm
to the front desk of
Mileti Alumni Center. If
you need an application,
email Lisa Jenkins @
lisajen@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Monday, October 11, 1999

A tremendous demand lor our products and services has created a
need lo add lo our roule systems staff

,h
chu?ans.
Manufactures and sells
over 300 frozen food
products through it home

toi

delivery system. Listed by
Forbes as one of the largest
lOOpnvaicly held
corporations, is seeking
highly motivated
individuals who thrive on
challenges and arc
committed lo hard work lo

•r*

The choice is yours:

4 or 5 Day Work Week
As a Route Sales Manager, you will earn between

join us in our 4Xlh year of

$25,000 to $50,000

erowlh and success!

with a guaraneed starting salary of

$480 to $700 per week.
q>
chu<an's/\

I

In addition lo a challenging career, wc offer a complete benefit
package including:
Group Health. Life. Dental and Disability

-$ Profit Sharing
<s8- Paid Training
qj Award Programs

%& Paid Vacations
<&5- Quality Products
<s£ 40IK Plan

Make this the turning point of your life!
For an informational interview, call 1-800-526-6898 or fax a resume lo:
fax #(419) 874-0467 or visit our website at www.schwans.com/careers
Please refer to ad #34 Bowling Green. Must be at least 21. Good driving record. E.O.E.

